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Abstract
How is the spatial-frequency content of a moving broadband pattern analysed by the visual system? Observers were asked to
discriminate the direction of motion in random-noise patterns containing equal energy in each two-dimensional octave band.
Uncorrelated noise could be introduced into either low- or high-frequency bands in order to force the visual system to rely on the
outputs of putative mechanisms tuned to a narrow frequency range of the stimulus. In two experiments the dependent measure
was the magnitude of dmax, the largest discrete displacement whose direction could be discriminated reliably. It was found that
dmax was unaffected by the presence of high-frequency noise reaching down to 0.67 c/deg, but that the task became impossible
thereafter. In the case of low-frequency noise, dmax fell as the noise was moved up towards about 2 c/deg, at which point the task
became impossible at any displacement. This pattern of results would be expected if the system were using information from the
lowest signal frequencies in all conditions. In experiment 2, dmax was measured for stimuli in which the spectral position and
quantity of high-frequency noise were manipulated. It was found that only noise spectrally-adjacent to the signal band has a
detrimental effect on dmax. Three different single-filter models of motion detection each failed to provide a satisfactory account of
the spatial-frequency range of good direction discrimination performance. Rather, the modelling shows that the visual system can
access the outputs of a low-frequency channel when the noise is high and a high-frequency channel when the noise is low. © 1998
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Motion detection; Spatial frequency; dmax

1. Introduction
This paper addresses the question of how the movement of spatially broadband patterns, such as natural
images [1], is processed in the human visual system. As
a step towards this, it is instructive to consider some
psychophysical data obtained with stimuli containing
only a narrow band of spatial frequencies. Using kinematograms comprised of two such bandpass images
flashed up in quick succession, several investigators
have observed that the upper spatial displacement limit
at which observers can reliably discriminate the direction of motion, known as dmax, is inversely proportional
to the centre frequency of the stimulus [2 – 6]. This
finding has a simple informational basis: displacements
of components beyond half a cycle of their period lead
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to aliasing and thus to reduced direction discrimination
performance. The implications of this finding for how
the motion system processes more broadband noise
patterns depend on both the spectral properties of the
motion sensors and, if it is assumed that multiple
channels exist, how the different channel outputs are
combined. For instance, in the case of broadband stimuli it would be computationally advantageous for the
motion system to rely on the output from the lowestfrequency channel when detecting large displacements,
as this channel can support the largest value of dmax.
However, while assuming that such a set of channels
do exist, the observations of an experiment by Cleary
and Braddick [7] led them to conclude that the motion
system is limited by the response of the highest frequency channel. Their stimuli were two-frame randomdot
kinematograms
(RDK)–broadband
stimuli
composed of randomly-positioned bright and dark dots
(e.g. [8]). Cleary and Braddick measured dmax for these
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patterns after they had been subjected to various
amounts of lowpass filtering, i.e. blurring. For a small
stimulus size, their finding was that once the filtering
removed components below 3.56 c/deg from the stimulus, the magnitude of dmax began to rise in proportion
to the severity of the filtering. To account for this
finding they suggested that the higher-frequency channels mask the correct motion signals stemming from the
lower-frequency channels. The effect of lowpass filtering, then, is to release the low spatial-frequency information from masking which, in turn, leads to an
increase in dmax.
Eagle [6] also assumed that a range of spatial-frequency channels exists for motion detection, but his
experiments led him to conclude that for broadband
patterns, dmax is based on the lowest-frequency channel
activated by the stimulus-the optimum strategy computationally. For a broadband kinematogram containing
five octaves of energy (distributed equally across all
octaves), Eagle found that dmax was only 1.46 times
lower than for a bandpass stimulus containing energy
from the lowest-frequency octave only and 5.6 times
higher than for a stimulus containing energy from the
highest-frequency octave only. These data were modelled by filtering the stimuli with a difference-of-Gaussian operator and then applying a motion detection
algorithm that matched nearest-neighbour same-signed
zero-crossings. It was found that a single bandpass filter
centred at 0.47 c/deg and with a half-gain bandwidth of
2.6 octaves could account for the dmax values obtained
both with the five-octave and the lowest-frequency oneoctave stimuli. This model was found to be able to
account for a wide range of dmax behaviour (see also
[9]), including Cleary and Braddick’s [7] data. He concluded that the evidence for interactions between spatial-frequency channels was not compelling.
Yet a different hypothesis comes from Morgan and
co-workers [10,11]. Measuring dmax for RDK in which
the size and/or the density of the elements was varied,
they found that their data could be accounted for by a
single bandpass filter with a peak frequency of around
0.85 –1.7 c/deg and a half-gain bandwidth of 1.8 octaves. Morgan and Mather [12] have since proposed a
related model which relies on a single, lowpass filter
preceding motion detection. Yang and Blake [13], on
the basis on their own masking data, have also argued
that only a single channel subserves motion detection,
although they suggest that it is tuned to around 4 c/deg
and with a bandwidth of 2.4 octaves.
It is difficult to decide between these hypotheses on
the basis of the existing data [14]. All three hypotheses
contain the proposal that dmax for broadband kinematograms is determined by the output of a single
filter, but whether it is the coarsest, the finest or the
only filter is disputable. The idea behind the experiments reported below was to explore direction discrimi-

nation performance with broadband kinematograms
that contain spatio-temporal noise in either the low- or
the high-frequency end of the stimulus spectrum. Noise
in the higher-frequencies of the pattern forces the motion system to rely on mechanisms tuned to the lower,
signal frequencies while the situation is reversed for the
case of low-frequency noise. In this way, an indication
of the highest and lowest frequency channels for motion detection might be revealed, along with any interactions between them.

2. Experiment 1

2.1. Apparatus and stimuli
Stimulus presentation was controlled by a Commodore Amiga 2000, which also collected subjects’
responses. The images were displayed on a Panasonic
WV-5410 grey-scale monitor (white P4 phosphor) with
a refresh rate of 50 Hz.
The stimuli were produced using the HIPS software
package running on a SUN workstation [15]. Initially,
two 512 × 512 pixel random-dot patterns (RDP) were
generated. For the present experiments it was desirable
that the stimuli contained equal energy in each octave
band. This is so for two reasons. First, natural images
tend to have this property and there is some evidence
that cortical cells are optimised for such patterns [1].
Second, it means that the stimulus energy is not biased
towards any particular frequency band, which might
alter the nature of any cross-channel interactions. In
order to achieve this property, the power spectra of the
images (which initially were flat) were altered to follow
a 1/f 2 slope, where f= spatial frequency. Subsequently,
five one-octave frequency bands were partitioned out
using filters with sharp cut-offs and a constant gain.
The spectral range of each band was: 0.33–0.67; 0.67–
1.33; 1.33–2.67; 2.67–5.33 and 5.33–10.67 c/deg. The
r.m.s. contrast values of the resulting inverse Fourier
transforms were roughly similar, due to the 1/f 2 spectra, but were made exactly so (0.09) by linear scaling.
Further construction details for the stimuli can be
found in Eagle [6].
Five-octave wide stimuli were produced by summing
the five one-octave patterns, keeping mean luminance
constant, termed fractal-noise patterns (FNP) by Eagle
[6]. Fig. 1 shows an example FNP along with the five
one-octave bands that comprise it. The r.m.s. contrast
of the FNP was roughly constant, but was normalised
to 0.2 by linear scaling. The minimum and maximum
screen luminance values were 10 cd/m2 and 76 cd/m2.
The mean luminance of all displays was 43 cd/m2.
Because two uncorrelated FNP were used (A and B),
two sets of one-octave bands were generated. This
means that a fractal-noise kinematogram (FNK) with,
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say, two octaves of high-spatial-frequency noise could
be generated in the following way. First, all of the
bands from pattern A are summed together to produce
frame one. Second, the three lowest-frequency bands
from pattern A are summed with the two highest-frequency bands from pattern B to produce frame two.
Thus, while the spectra of the two frames are similar,
the energy in the two highest-frequency octaves will be
spatio-temporally uncorrelated.
For one set of stimuli, noise was introduced cumulatively into the high frequencies so that, in different
conditions, it spanned zero, one, two, three or four
octaves. The remaining low-frequency bands contained
correlated energy across the two frames. The independent variable, therefore, was the highest signal frequency (sh) in the stimulus, which ranged from 10.67
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c/deg (no noise) down to 0.67 c/deg (four octaves of
noise). In a second set of stimuli, low-frequency noise
was introduced into the kinematograms in an
analogous fashion. Stimuli contained zero, one, two,
three of four octaves of low-frequency noise, with the
high-frequency signal in the remaining bands. The independent variable for these kinematograms was sl —the
lowest signal frequency present in the stimulus—which
ranged from 0.33 c/deg (no noise) up to 5.33 c/deg
(four octaves of noise).

2.2. Procedure
The stimuli were viewed through a stationary window that subtended 7.5×6.0 arc deg. Subjects viewed a
single motion sequence containing a discrete horizontal
displacement and were required to indicate the perceived direction of the displacement. The exposure duration of each frame was always 100 ms and there was
no ISI. Subjects performed three blocks of 100 trials for
each condition, making a total of 300 trials in all and
60 trials for each of five displacement values. From the
resulting function, dmax was defined as the displacement
which produced 20% errors following linear interpolation of the data points [16]. Other details can be found
in Eagle [6]. Three subjects participated in the experiments, one of whom was the author. The other two
subjects were experienced psychophysical observers that
were unaware of the purpose of the experiments.

2.3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1. (a) – (e) show the responses of one-octave wide filters with
sharp frequency cut-offs and a 1/f gain within their pass-band to a
RDP, with the centre frequency progressively halving. (f) shows the
pattern obtained by simply summing these five patterns while keeping
the mean luminance constant.

2.3.1. High-frequency noise
The data for three subjects are shown in Fig. 2. In (a)
dmax is plotted for the high-frequency noise stimuli. The
data points on the furthest right represent the condition
with no stimulus noise. The data points on the furthest
left represent the condition with four octaves of noise
and just a single octave of low-frequency signal. It is
quite clear from this graph that the addition of highfrequency noise makes no difference to the magnitude
of dmax. This finding shows that the motion system is
performing this task on the basis of the lowest stimulus
frequencies. It is not straightforward to determine the
contribution to the data of any channels tuned to
higher-stimulus frequencies. Because dmax is relatively
high (close to half a cycle of the lowest stimulus frequency) it is unlikely that such a channel would have
been able to discriminate between signal and noise in its
passband. Displacements close to the behavioural dmax
would have exceeded the channel’s individual dmax and
thus both sequences would have appeared as noise.
This said, the fact that Eagle [6] found that dmax for the
five-octave pattern with no noise was only 1.46 times
lower than for the lowest-frequency octave band alone
suggests that the noise stemming from any high-fre-
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Fig. 2. (a) dmax values for kinematograms containing high-frequency noise. All stimuli contained five octaves of energy, spanning 0.33 – 10.67 c/deg,
but noise was introduced into them in a cumulative fashion. The icons below illustrate the conditions for the left-most and right-most data points.
The arrow on the side indicates the mean dmax value for these same subjects with a one-octave stimulus whose lowest frequency = 0.33 c/deg. (b)
dmax values for kinematograms containing low-frequency noise. Here, noise increases for the data points towards the right (see icons below), with
the stimulus at sl =0.33 c/deg containing no noise. The hashed line shows the mean dmax values for the same three subjects performing the task
with one octave stimuli. Note that for these conditions, the lowest signal frequency is also the lowest frequency in the stimulus, as there was no
noise. For the broadband patterns, the absence of data points at high values of sl is due to subjects being unable to perform the task at any
magnitude of displacement. Error bars show 91 S.E.M. over three runs of each condition.

quency channels does not contribute significantly to the
upper displacement limit of the system as a whole.
Taken together, these results suggest that for the current task, that the visual system is relying on the output
of a low-frequency filter, relatively insensitive to frequencies beyond 0.67 c/deg.
A further condition was run to test whether observers
would be able to perform the task with even lower-frequency noise. To achieve this, viewing distance was
halved and the four-octave noise condition was run
once again. Patch size was kept constant in angular
terms. For this condition, the stimulus frequencies
spanned 0.17–5.33 c/deg and sh =0.33 c/deg. Results
showed that subjects were now unable to discriminate
the direction of motion with errors under 20% for any
magnitude of displacement. Thus, the threshold value
of sh for detecting coherent motion in these stimuli is
between 0.33–0.67 c/deg.

2.3.2. Low-frequency noise
The data for the case of low-frequency noise stimuli
are shown in Fig. 2b. dmax is plotted now against the
lowest signal frequency (sl). On this plot, the data
points on the furthest left represent the condition with
no stimulus noise. To the right noise is introduced into
the lowest-frequency octave and then, cumulatively,
into higher-frequency bands. The hashed line shows the
mean values of dmax for these same subjects obtained

with single-octave patterns (Fig. 1a–e). For these stimuli, sl represents simply the lowest stimulus frequency,
as they contained no noise. These one-octave stimuli
were derived directly from the individual octave bands
that comprised the FNK used in this experiment. Their
contrast was not re-scaled and so the energy contained
in these stimuli exactly matched that contained in the
same band of the FNK. All other experimental parameters were held constant when determining dmax for these
bandpass kinematograms (see [6] for complete details).
The introduction of low-frequency noise into these
stimuli caused dmax to decline. This fact is not surprising. As the noise was increased, the motion system was
prevented from using the low-frequency signals and as
high-frequency components will alias at smaller displacements than lower-frequency components, dmax
would be expected to fall. Consistent with this interpretation, the figure shows that the dmax values for the
five-octave stimuli tend to run parallel to those for the
bandpass kinematograms.
When noise was introduced into the FNK at frequencies beyond 1.33–2.67 c/deg, however, direction discrimination became impossible at any magnitude of
displacement. In contrast, the corresponding conditions
with single-octave stimuli presented no difficulties for
subjects. This means that high frequencies which can be
accessed by the visual system when presented alone are
made inaccessible by the presence of lower frequencies.
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This result is considered further in the General
Discussion.
The range of good performance, spanning the critical
value of sh up to the critical value of sl was 0.67–1.33
c/deg for two subjects and 0.67 – 2.67 c/deg for a third
subject, i.e. one to two octaves. These critical values
provide information about the lowest and highest channels activated by these stimuli. Is it possible that a
single, broadband channel can account for this entire
range of performance? This notion is examined below.

3. Single-filter modelling of experimental data
The proposal that only a single spatial filter is used in
motion detection is not sufficient to define a computational model of dmax. In addition, a specification of the
filter’s tuning properties and how its output is related to
the task of direction discrimination is required. In an
attempt to cover a range of existing and viable singlefilter models of motion detection, three specific models
are tested below.

3.1. Model one: spatially-bandpass filters
Intuitively, a single spatially-narrowband filter could
not account for the data obtained in experiment 1. In
the limit, a narrowband filter would be capable of
supporting direction discrimination when there exists
signal at its peak frequency but not when there exists
noise there—regardless of the spectral content of the
rest of the stimulus. As such, the span of good direction
discrimination performance would be zero octaves and
the critical values of sl and sh for high- and low-frequency noise would both be equal to the filter peak
frequency. However, if the bandwidth of the filter was
larger, as would seem necessary for any single-channel
model of motion detection that aims to account for
motion sensitivity over a wide range of frequencies,
then it is possible that a larger span of good performance might be achieved. Yang and Blake [13] have
estimated the bandwidth of the filter that accounts for
their own masking data as 2.4 octaves. Eagle [6] suggested that the lowest-frequency filter exposed by stimuli similar to those used on experiment 1 had a
bandwidth of 2.6 octaves. Morgan [10] modelled dmax in
random-dot kinematograms with a Laplacian of a
Gaussian filter, whose half-gain bandwidth is around
1.8 octaves.
For this model, several filters were generated in an
attempt to capture this range of estimates. All were
bandpass both in spatial frequency and in orientation.
The spatial-frequency tuning was produced by taking
the difference of two Gaussians. Two half-gain bandwidths were produced: 1.8 and 2.6 octaves (ratio of
Gaussians 1:1.5 and 1:4.5, respectively). The orientation
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tuning was produced by Gaussian filtering in the
Fourier domain (half-gain orientation bandwidth of
35.35 deg). In polar co-ordinates, the 2-D Fourier
transform of this filter is defined as
F(f,q)= (exp − p

2f 22s2
c

− exp − p

2f 22s2
s

0.5

)× exp



u − upeak
b



2

,
(1)

where f= frequency, u= orientation, sc and ss =the
standard deviations of the frequency-tuned centre and
surround Gaussians, upeak = the mean of the orientation-tuned Gaussian (its peak tuning) and b= its standard deviation.
The motion detecting stage was taken from Eagle’s
[6] model (see also [10]). Horizontal zero-crossings were
extracted from the filtered images and then matched to
their nearest horizontally-separated, same-signed neighbour in the second frame. The stimulus noise will
disrupt this matching process by reducing the correlation of the zero-crossing locations across the two
frames. No-motion matches were assigned left or right
at random. Then, dmax was taken as the first displacement that yielded 60% correct matches. As the displacement increases, so the nearest-neighbour matching
strategy will start to breakdown until a roughly equal
number of matches are made to the right and the left.
Further details of this model can be found in Eagle [6].
Each stimulus condition was run three times, using
different pairs of 512× 512 pixel images and mean
values of dmax were calculated for each condition. Fig. 3
plots the results of applying filters with a range of
peak-frequency gains ( fpeak) to the stimuli used in
experiment 1. The absence of data points in certain
conditions denotes that direction discrimination was
impossible at any displacement. The upper and lower
left-hand graphs plot the high-frequency noise data for
the 2.6 and the 1.8 octave filters, respectively. As in Fig.
2, the farthest right points represent dmax for the condition with no noise and leftward points represent dmax
for conditions with increased noise. There is relatively
little effect of filter bandwidth. Clearly though, decreasing the filter fpeak increases both dmax (vertical shift)
and, more importantly, the lowest signal-frequency at
which the task can be performed. In experiment 1, dmax
was unaffected when sh was reduced down to 0.67
c/deg. The graphs in Fig. 3a and 3b show that the
highest-frequency filter that performs well at this level
of noise, for either bandwidth, has a fpeak of 0.47 c/deg.
The upper and lower right-hand graphs plot the
low-frequency noise data for the 2.6 and the 1.8 octave
filters, respectively. Now, the farthest left points represent dmax for the condition with no noise and rightward
points represent dmax for conditions with increased
noise. In experiment 1, two subjects could perform the
task with noise extended up to 1.33 c/deg, while a third
could perform the task with the noise reaching 2.67
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Fig. 3. Data from model 1, in which a spatially-bandpass filtering stage precedes a zero-crossing extraction and matching stage. Different plot
symbols represent different filter fpeak values. (a) and (b) show the dmax data for high-frequency noise for filters with half-gain bandwidths of 2.6
and 1.8 octaves, respectively. As in Fig. 2a, no noise was present in the sh =10.67 c/deg stimulus, but noise increased in octave steps for each
successive data point to the right. (c) and (d) show the data for low-frequency noise for the same filters in (a) and (b). Now, the leftward points
represent the stimuli with no noise, but successive rightward data points are for conditions with cumulative noise. For both conditions, decreasing
the filter fpeak leads to an increase in dmax. However, high-frequency filters are unable to support direction discrimination as the amount of
high-frequency noise is increased, while low-frequency filters are similarly afflicted by the introduction of low-frequency noise.

c/deg. A filter with a fpeak of 0.94 c/deg and a bandwidth
of 2.6 octaves can just support direction discrimination
at sl =1.33 c/deg, but note that the noise is clearly causing
dmax to decline, relative to when sl =0.67 c/deg. If the
visual system had been using such a filter, performance
in experiment 1 for the condition where sl =1.33 c/deg
would have been much lower than for the one-octave
stimulus of corresponding sl, which was not the case (Fig.
2b). Furthermore, Fig. 3d shows that a filter with this
same peak tuning but a narrower bandwidth cannot
support direction discrimination at any displacement for
the sl =1.33 c/deg condition. To match the performance
of the third subject, the lowest-frequency filter required
is one tuned to 1.89 c/deg, at either bandwidth. In sum,
the model data show that the lowest-frequency filter that
performs at the level of performance as the human
observers has a fpeak in the range 1.33 – 1.89 c/deg.
For the 2.6 octave condition, the filter fpeak = 0.67
c/deg failed to capture human performance under both
conditions of noise. If it had been successful then this
would have been support for the single-filter hypothesis
and so it is important to establish that this failure was
not due to the criterion of 60% correctly-matched zerocrossings being too high. This threshold of 60% correct

matches was in fact chosen to allow the filter to be able
to signal the correct motion even when the noise was
high, providing a good opportunity for a single-filter
account to succeed. Fig. 4 illustrates that this attribute
is well-balanced with robustness: a lower threshold would
be afflicted heavily by random fluctuations. In particular,
note that the performance for the filter in question is at
chance, but there are inevitable fluctuations. Practically,
it was found that the 60% criterion was the lowest value
unaffected by this noise. In sum, any bias that the
criterion may introduce into the interpretation of the
data is towards the single-filter hypothesis rather than
away from it.
It is of interest to compare these data to particular filter
shapes hypothesised in existing single-filter models:
fpeak = 0.8–1.7 c/deg with a bandwidth of 1.75 octaves
[10] and fpeak = 4 c/deg with a bandwidth of 2.4 octaves
[13]. Both estimates appear too high, especially Yang and
Blake’s. The filter best matched to their proposed function (solid base-down triangles in Fig. 3a and c) provides
a poor account of both the low-and the high-frequency
noise limits found for human subjects. In particular, no
evidence was found for a filter tuned to such high
frequencies in either task.
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Taken together, on this current model there exists no
single bandpass filter that can support the range of good
performance attained by the subjects in experiment 1.
The model data imply that there must exist a range of
spatial-frequency filters whose peak tuning spans a
1.5 – 2.0 octave range from 0.47 – 1.33/1.89 c/deg.

3.2. Model two: spatially low-pass filter
Morgan and Mather, [12] have put forward a similar
model of motion detection (i.e. extraction and matching
of zero-crossings) but preceded by a single, low-pass
filter. The filter is an isotropic Gaussian whose standard
deviation in the space domain = 10 arc min. To enable
the zero-crossing analysis, d.c. is extracted subsequent to
the convolution stage. This model was tested with the
stimuli used in experiment 1. As in the model described
above, dmax was calculated as the maximum displacement that yielded 60% correct-direction matches. Each
condition was run six times, on different pairs of images.
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The results were very clear. For the case of high-frequency noise, dmax was completely unaffected over the
range sh = 10.67 down to 0.67 c/deg and averaged 87 arc
min. This invariance is consistent with the human data
reported in Fig. 2a, suggesting that this low-pass filter
could be the basis of these data. However, even a single
octave of low-frequency noise (sl = 0.67 c/deg) demolished above-chance direction discrimination performance at any displacement. This result is inconsistent
with the human data and shows that a higher-frequency
filter is required to account for these data. In sum,
Morgan and Mather’s single-filter model is incapable of
accounting for the range of good performance that the
human observer’s achieved. On reflection, this conclusion is not surprising. Morgan and Mather’s estimate of
this filter was based on dmax experiments in which the
most efficient strategy was to base performance on the
output of the lowest frequency filter. Thus, the current
modelling and data show that this filter is a plausible
candidate for this operator. The fact that this filter
cannot account for data in which the most efficient
strategy is to use the highest-frequency filter demonstrates the usefulness of employing such a task.

3.3. Model three: a filter based on the
contrast-sensiti6ity function

Fig. 4. Raw direction discrimination from Model 1. The filter fpeak =
0.67 c/deg with a bandwidth of 2.6 octaves. This filter was chosen as
for both the high- and the low-frequency it was the first filter that
failed to capture human performance. (a) Shows the percentage of
zero-crossings that were matched in the correct direction as a function of displacement for the high-frequency noise condition. The data
are for five values of the highest signal frequency, including the
no-noise condition (sh =10.67 c/deg). (b) As (a) but for three levels of
low-frequency noise. In both conditions, increasing the level of noise
eventually obliterates performance. In the model, dmax is taken at the
60% correct point, with the caveat that all earlier displacement
yielded performance above 60% correct.

A quite different filter that might be proposed (but to
my knowledge actually has not) is one whose shape
matches that of the spatio-temporal contrast sensitivity
function (CSF). Kelly [17] has measured this function for
a wide range of spatial and temporal frequencies and has
derived an equation that fits this surface well (Equation
8, p. 1345). The CSF is shown in Fig. 5c. Note that its
shape shows a shift in the peak sensitivity towards lower
spatial frequencies at high temporal frequencies. This
means that varying the speed of a broadband pattern
moves the components into areas of differential sensitivity i.e. faster speeds increase relative sensitivity to low
frequencies, while lower speeds increase sensitivity to
high frequencies.
Fig. 5a–d plots the series of operations involved in the
modelling. First, space-time plots of the limiting stimuli
in experiment 1 were constructed. In order to be able to
use 2-D plots, only one spatial dimension was available.
As the actual stimuli were isotropic, each 1-D octaveband was constructed by passing the Fourier transform
of the RDP through a 1-D bandpass filter whose power
gain followed a 1/f function, instead of through an
isotropic filter with a 1/f 2 power gain (as in the experiments). The filter gain was changed in order to mimic the
integration of energy at each spatial frequency across
orientation. This operation assumes that the motion
system uses information from a constant non-zero orientation band at each spatial frequency.
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correlation of the stimuli. Thus, just as the zero-crossing matching algorithm will fail for large displacements,
due to mismatching of elements, so the DP will fall
towards 1.0 for such stimuli as aliasing leads to power
spilling into the quadrants signalling the opposing direction. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 6a. Small displacements of the stimulus containing low-frequency
noise yield high values of DP, illustrating that there
exists enough correlated signal within the passband of
the filter to elicit a strong directional motion signal.
However, as the magnitude of the displacement is increased the DP values gradually decreases to 1.0, such
that direction discrimination becomes impossible.

Fig. 5. (a) Space-time plot of a two-frame motion sequence. The
stimulus contains two octaves of low-frequency noise (0.33 – 1.33
c/deg) and three octaves of high-frequency signal (1.33–10.67 c/deg)
moving to the right. Energy in each octave is as in the 2-D stimuli,
though here this is concentrated into a single, vertical orientation. (b)
Fourier power spectrum of (a) plotted on linear co-ordinates. Note
that the low spatial frequencies are spread out in temporal frequency,
due to the fact that they are spatio-temporally uncorrelated. The
higher spatial frequencies tend to fall along a diagonal, although the
temporal sampling of a two-frame sequence introduces some temporal smear, along with sampling artefacts at higher frequencies. (c).
Square of the spatio-temporal contrast sensitivity function, derived
from Kelly [17]. Note that space and time are not separable: sensitivity becomes more spatially-lowpass at higher temporal frequencies.
(d). Multiplication of CSF and stimulus spectrum, equivalent to
convolution in the spatio-temporal domain. The contrast of the plot
has been scaled linearly for maximum clarity. Now, the energy of the
sampling artefacts and the low spatial-frequency noise is dampened,
relative to the signal energy lying along the diagonal. Directional
power is computed on this plot, in order to estimate the information
available to the visual system for discriminating the direction of
stimulus movement.

The zero-crossing approach to the extraction of motion signals is not appropriate to this analysis as it fails
to deal with the temporal tuning aspects of the CSF. A
more appropriate measure is to consider the amount of
directional power (DP) in the filtered stimuli. DP is the
ratio of power in the two quadrants representing rightward moving energy to the ratio of the power in the
two quadrants representing leftward energy. It has been
used by several authors [18,19] as a simple measure of
the bias in the stimulus energy towards one or other
direction. While it is natural to envisage such an operation being carried out by spatio-temporal energy detectors Adelson and Bergen [20], it is not necessary to
assume this. This is because dmax in both types of model
is limited by aliasing of the stimulus components Eagle
and Rodgers [9] and by the amount of spatio-temporal

Fig. 6. (a) Values of DP for the limiting stimuli used in experiment 1,
subsequent to filtering by the CSF. The icons to the left of each data
line show the signal and noise bands in the stimuli (signal= open
bars; noise = hashed bars). A range of displacements, spaced in
constant steps of cycles of the signal-noise border frequency, were
used in order to determine the maximum amount of DP for each
stimulus. (b) Maximum values of directional power for the stimuli
used in experiment 1, subsequent to filtering by the CSF. The abscissa
shows the signal-noise border frequency for each stimulus. For the
low-frequency noise, data points towards the right represent conditions with more noise. For the high-frequency noise, data points
towards the left represent conditions with more noise. The left-most
data point for the low-frequency noise condition and the right-most
point for the high-frequency noise condition show the maximum DP
value for the same no-noise stimulus. Error bars show the 9 1
S.E.M. across six different patterns.
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In the modelling here then, Fourier transforms of
these space-time plots were then passed through the
CSF and the amount of directional power (DP) was
measured in the resulting spectra. Eagle [21] has
shown that motion detection for a two-frame, bandpass kinematogram can be disrupted by de-correlating
the images across the two frames. He showed that at
threshold, the DP in the stimulus was 1.6 for the
optimal displacement (1/4 cycle of the centre frequency). This value can be taken as an estimate of
the minimum amount of DP the motion system needs
in a stimulus to support direction discrimination. This
value was gleaned under very similar stimulus conditions except that for the current case the noise was
not distributed across frequencies equally. However,
for any filter viewing the stimulus only the global
correlation of the two frames is consequential: the
filter has no information regarding the spectral variation of signal and noise. Thus, it is appropriate to
apply this threshold of 1.6 to the current modelling
conditions.
In the modelling, DP was measured over a range of
stimulus displacements. Fig. 6a plots the DP values
for a range of displacements for the critical stimuli
used in experiment 1 (i.e. those that were at the limit
of above-chance direction discrimination). In principle, these values could be used to predict dmax for
each stimulus. An alternative approach is to consider
for each stimulus whether there is enough DP at any
displacement to support direction discrimination. This
approach was taken to produce Fig. 6b, which plots
the maximal DP value over a range of displacements
for each stimulus used in experiment 1. Note the
severe decline in DP as high-frequency noise is introduced into the FNK (data points moving from left to
right). In contrast, dmax for human observers was unaffected over this entire range. Furthermore, at the
cut-off DP value of 1.6, this graph suggests that subjects should not have been able to perform the task at
any displacement once the value of sh fell below 2.67
c/deg. Thus, it is clear from these data that a filter
with the shape of the CSF is not capable of supporting the level of performance reached with high-frequency noise. Instead, these results suggest that a
narrowband, low-frequency channel, relative to the
CSF, must exist in the motion system. That the task
for subjects became impossible when sh =0.33 c/deg
suggests that the filter has its peak tuning between
0.33 –0.67 c/deg.
For the low-frequency noise stimuli, the maximal
value of DP also declines steadily as cumulative noise
is introduced into the stimuli (data points moving
from right to left now). For the condition where sl =
1.33 c/deg (threshold for two subjects) the DP peak
value reaches 1.8. When a further octave of noise is
introduced (threshold for one subject) the DP falls to
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1.4. Interestingly then, as both values are close to the
threshold DP magnitude of 1.6, a channel whose
shape matches the CSF can support the low-frequency
noise thresholds.
In sum, none of the three models described here
can account for the spatial-frequency range of good
performance obtained in experiment 1. Different filters
can account for either the low-frequency or the highfrequency noise limits in a straightforward way, but
even the broadband filters considered here cannot account for the human data over the entire range.

4. Experiment 2
A general finding from the previous experiment was
that the dmax values for the broadband stimuli were
slightly lower than those for the corresponding oneoctave stimuli (i.e. those sharing the same values of sh
and sl in the high- and low-frequency noise conditions, respectively). Can this effect be accounted for
by within-channel interactions rather than having to
consider interference from the responses across channels? Two additional stimuli were generated in order
to test this notion.
Both stimuli contained a single octave of low-frequency signal, spanning 0.33–0.67 c/deg, but different
quantities of high-frequency noise. In one, a single
octave of noise was added to the adjacent high-frequency band (i.e. 0.67–1.33 c/deg). In the other, three
octaves of high-frequency noise were added into the
range spanning 1.33–10.67, such that there was a
one-octave notch between the signal and noise in
which no energy lay. Fig. 7a–b illustrates that if the
within-channel hypothesis is correct then dmax should
be lower for the two-octave stimulus than for this
four-octave notch pattern. If, however, noise from
higher-frequency channels masks the low-frequency
signal, then one might expect dmax to be higher for
the two-octave stimulus.
The contrast of each octave band was again 0.09
and stimuli were generated by simply summing the
different bands, maintaining the mean luminance at
43 cd/m2. This meant that the stimulus contrast
tended to be greater for the broader band images. All
other stimulus and procedural details were as for experiment 1. Two observers, RAE and JMH, who had
performed the earlier experiments were used here.

4.1. Results and discussion
The first two sets of bars in Fig. 7c show three
subjects’ dmax values for these two new conditions.
Along with these are shown their data taken from
experiment 1 for the lowest-frequency one-octave
stimulus and the broadband FNK which contained
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Fig. 7. (a) and (b) show double-y axis plots illustrating in simplified form the energy per octave of two stimuli along with the squared gain of a
difference-of-Gaussian filter. Note that because of the 1/f 2 power spectrum, there is equal energy in each octave of the stimuli. The hashed lines
represent spatio-temporal noise. The peak tuning of the filter = 0.47 c/deg and its half-gain full bandwidth = 2.6 octaves. (a) The stimulus
contains one octave of low-frequency signal plus three octaves of high-frequency noise with a one octave notch between them. (b) The stimulus
contains the same one-octave of low-frequency signal plus an octave of adjacent high-frequency noise. If dmax is determined is based on the output
of a filter similar to the one shown here then it should be greater for (a) than for (b). (c) dmax values for the two conditions depicted in (a) and
(b) along with two stimuli from experiment 1. The pictograms below shows the key. Each stimulus contained a single octave of low-frequency
signal spanning 0.33 – 0.67, but differed as to the amount and positioning of high-frequency noise. The first two sets of bars show data for two
subjects. Error bars show 9 1 S.E.M. over three runs of each condition. The right-hand set shows the dmax values for the model, scaled by a factor
of 1.3 to make comparison with the human data simpler.

four octaves of high-frequency noise. For both of these
stimuli, as for the two new stimuli, the only octave
containing signal motion spanned 0.33 – 0.67 c/deg.
Qualitatively consistent with the hypothesis under
scrutiny, dmax is higher for the notch stimulus than for
the two-octave stimulus. In addition, that the three
additional octaves of high-frequency noise present in
the five-octave FNK over the new two-octave stimulus
had no detrimental effect on performance suggests a
complete lack of between-channel masking.
Chang and Julesz [22] also compared dmax for a
low-frequency stimulus (0.22 – 2.88 c/deg) to a stimulus
containing both this band and also a higher-frequency
band (6.04–8.63 c/deg). They found that dmax was very
similar in the two cases, in agreement with the present
results.

4.2. Modelling dmax with a bandpass filter
In order to investigate more quantitatively whether
the results from the present experiment are accounted
for by considering the outputs from motion detectors
fed by just a single, narrowband spatial-frequency
channel, Model One from above was run on all four
stimuli. The filter used had a fpeak of 0.47 c/deg, a
half-gain full frequency-bandwidth of 2.6 octaves and a
half-gain full orientation bandwidth of 35.25°, which
provided a good account of the high-frequency noise
data from experiment 1. The modelling results are
depicted by the right-hand set of bars in Fig. 7c.
The absolute values of dmax for the model have been
scaled by a factor of 1.3 to make comparison with the
human data easier. However, the important factor,
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which is unaffected both by this scaling factor and the
choice of 60% correct matches as the criterion for dmax,
is the relative spread of dmax values for the four stimuli.
It is clear from the graph that the model provides a
good account of the trends in the human data. dmax is
largest for the single-octave stimulus, followed by the
notch pattern and then the two-octave stimulus, as
predicted on the within-channel hypothesis. The fact
that the model dmax is larger for the two-octave stimulus
than for the five-octave one (not true of the human
data) might suggest that the high-frequency tail-end of
the filter should fall off quicker so as not to pass as
much energy in the band spanning 1.33 – 2.67 c/deg (see
Fig. 7a). In general, these data support the notion that
a motion-sensitive channel with roughly these tuning
properties could support dmax for all of these
conditions.

5. General Discussion
Each of the three single-filter models of dmax considered failed to account for the data gleaned in experiment 1 and it is unlikely that any other single filter
would provide a better account of the data. The filter
would need to be relatively broadband to be able to
span the 1.5–2.0 octave range of good performance.
However, data from the first model showed that even a
filter with a 2.6 octave bandwidth was incapable of
supporting good direction discrimination performance
when the noise crossed its fpeak. Thus, when the filter
was centred between the high-and the low-frequency
noise limits for the subjects ( fpeak =0.94 c/deg) the
model could not account for either limit. While skewing
the filter towards the lower range of frequencies may
help to account for the good human performance with
the high-frequency noise stimuli, such a filter would
then become even more incapable of accounting for the
data with low-frequency noise. The analogous effects
would hold for increasing the high-frequency sensitivity
of the filter.
These results strongly suggest that multiple spatialfrequency tuned filters must be used by the motion
system to perform these tasks. This same argument can
also be applied to the possibility of a model that
combines an initial CSF stage with subsequent spatial
filtering. In Model 3, the span of good performance was
close to zero octaves (Fig. 6b). While an additional
spatial-filtering stage could shift the point of good
performance to a different frequency, it could not increase this range. Thus, while only a limited set of
single-filter models have been tested here, it can be seen
that the results allow the rejection of a much wider set
of models. While this set is inevitably incomplete, further modelling must await the development of more
sophisticated single-filter models.
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An alternative class of models is one that proposes
the combination of narrowband channel outputs prior
to motion detection. A recent example of this has
been provided by Glennerster [23] who has based his
model of channel combination for motion and disparity detection on Watt and Morgan [24] MIRAGE
algorithm. This model produced a good account
quantitatively of the variation in dmax with dot density, both for disparity and motion detection [23]. It
would therefore be of interest to run the stimuli used
in the current experiment through this model. Intuitively however, one might expect such models to be
afflicted by the addition of noise. For instance, the
correlation of the two frames of the broadband images (prior to any filtering) falls from 1.0 with no
noise to around 0.2 with four octaves of noise. Again,
it may be possible for such models to deal with noise
at either low- or high-frequencies by attenuating its
sensitivity to those frequencies, but the difficulty lies
in doing this without attenuating sensitivity to the
signal at those frequencies in the complementary condition.
Eagle [6] suggested that dmax is determined by the
lowest-frequency filter activated in the motion system.
His estimate of the tuning of this filter ( fpeak =0.47
c/deg, half-gain full-bandwidth = 2.6 octaves), also
provides an extremely good account for the variations
in dmax for a range of stimuli containing high-frequency noise described in this article. These results
are also in agreement with previous findings from
Morgan and Mather [12] who also found that when
the high frequencies were disrupted, a low-frequency
filter preceding motion detection provided a good account of direction discrimination performance. In general, these findings are inconsistent with the notion
that dmax for a broadband stimulus is determined by
the highest-frequency channel [7]. Rather, the visual
system is able to access low- or high-frequency channels, depending on the demands of the task (i.e. the
spectral location of the signal).
Experiment 1 showed that when low-frequency
noise was extended up to 2.67 c/deg, motion detection
became impossible for all subjects at any displacement, even though two octaves of coherent high-frequency energy was still present in the stimulus. This
result is all the more interesting given that subjects
had no difficulty discriminating the direction of motion when either of these two high-frequency octavebands were presented alone (Fig. 2b). Bex et al., [25]
have also found that removing the low-frequency information in one frame of a two-frame sequence leads
to a breakdown in direction discrimination when the
lowest component in both frames exceeds 4 c/deg.
Again, it is noteworthy that their subjects were able
to perform a direction discrimination task when both
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frames were high-pass filtered to exclude components
below 8 c/deg.
One possible account for these data is that there is
an interaction between filter outputs at a subsequent
stage of processing, that precludes access to individual
channel outputs. Any such interaction in this case
would be in the opposite direction to the one hypothesised by Cleary and Braddick [7]: that is low-frequency channels would have to interfere with access
to high-frequency channels. However, such an interaction has been proposed in the form of ‘motion capture’ by Ramachandran and Inada [26]. Interestingly,
Eagle [27] has used stimuli similar to those here and
found no evidence for any such interaction. In one
condition, he asked subjects to discriminate between a
3.75 –7.5 c/deg band of coherent motion from the
same pattern undergoing incoherent motion. What he
found was that dmax on this task was only decreased
by 25% following the addition of four octaves of lowfrequency noise. This slight impairment is easily accounted for of performance is accounted for by the
within-channel interactions modelled in the present experiment 2.
An alternative possibility is that sensitivity to moving components beyond about 1.33 c/deg falls off outside the fovea. That the motion system loses
sensitivity to high frequencies away from the fovea is
well-supported psychophysically [28 – 30]. The patch
size used in the current study was 7.5× 6.0 arc deg.
Thus, it may have been that the motion of components beyond 1.33 c/deg was only detected within a
small, central region of the stimulus. For the one-octave stimuli this would not have been fatal for performance as it would simply have meant a smaller
stimulus. However, with the broadband stimuli, the
motion of the low-frequency noise motion would have
been detected in peripheral regions in which no highfrequency signal was detectable. If the visual system
pools directional signals from across the whole stimulus in order to decide on the direction of the displacement, the presence of this noise would serve to lower
the signal-to-noise ratio and would be expected to
have a detrimental effect on performance.
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